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Canadian war Museum Oral History Program Interview with Lorne RodenBush recorded on 

18 November 2003, at Perth, Ontario.  Interviewed by J.R. Digger MacDougall.  Tape 1, Side 

1.  

 

 

RODENBUSH:  My name is Lorne RodenBush –that‘s R-O-D-E-N-B-U-S-H, and I was born 

the 27
th

 of November 1928, in a farming community called Bulyea, Saskatchewan--some 

fifty miles north of Regina.  My introduction to [the] military came about during the war, as 

an Army cadet in ‘43 and ‗44, and then, when the Korean war broke out in 1950, I thought it 

might be fun to join the Special Force. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, at that time, you joined the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps 

Special Force to go to Korea?  How was it that you became interested in flying and 

eventually became a pilot? 

 

RODENBUSH:  I guess we can go back to the first year of life.  My mother was invited to, by 

her brother, take in a movie in the city of Regina.  When they got to the movie house, they 

were denied entry because of having myself in her arms.  Her brother then asked if there was 

something else she wanted to do, and she said she‘d like to go flying.  Not that I recall this, 

but I‘ve heard the story so often of her first flight, that that perhaps is in the back of my mind.   

 

More importantly, I think, was the fact that when we moved to another farming community 

near Leslie, Saskatchewan, there was a Commonwealth training base and depot not far away.  

The aircrew used to fly pretty low along the railroad track, and we would see the aircraft, and 

that spawned an interest.  And then, one day, walking home from school, there was a downed 

single engine aircraft in a field and, of course, I dashed right over, and the pilot who was 

waiting to be rescued, I guess, let me sit in the seat.  My enthusiasm for flying then moved to 

taking flying lessons at the Regina Flying Club in 1946, and I soloed on May 8
th

 in a Tiger 

Moth.  It wasn‘t until the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps got into flying, that I had an 

opportunity to fly in a military service. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, how did your selection into Army aviation—how was that conducted? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, perhaps I can start off by saying how the Royal Canadian Army Service 

Corps got into the flying game.  If we go back to shortly after the end of the Second World 

War, it became clear to the planners that the lines of communication, from the beachhead, if 

you will, to where the troops were, were beyond the capability of vehicles on the road.  And 

so, they started doing studies about what they would like to move the goods forward, and the 

idea was a flying truck, if you will, with two and a half ton capacity.  
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 They funded some studies by De Havilland.  De Havilland said that there would be some 

advantage.  Two things:  one is having talked about landing gear; the second was to have an 

instrument capability.  The Service Corps planners agreed to that, and funded the 

development.  At that time, the RCAF said, ―Time out! That‘s our airplane!‖  And so, the 

Caribou, which was the end result—the forerunner of a Buffalo--was an airplane paid for by 

the Army, operated by the Air Force, and it was an aircraft that they didn‘t really want.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, you‘re now a Service Corps officer.  You must have been one of the 

first to get into flying? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Within the first half a dozen.  The first selection of personnel—officers to take 

flying training—occurred in ‘52-‘53 timeframe.  I was doing duty in Edmonton, for 

Lieutenant-Colonel Jerry Lapointe, who I think thought of me more as a son, than an officer.  

And so, when I learned of this opportunity, and still had the desire to fly, I paraded myself 

into his office and said, ―Sir, I‘d like to go flying.‖  He picked up the phone, and the next 

thing I knew I was on the list to go to Centralia, where we went through the tests of 

suitability, and was then slated for a course.  [I] arrived in Brandon, Manitoba, in late 1954 to 

take ab initio training on Cessna 140s, conducted under contract.  That phase of the training 

was seventy-five hours.  So, in theory, I was somewhere in the six to eight Service Corps 

pilots trained at that time.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  How did that early flying training compare with the training that was 

offered Army pilots later? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, McGill, who was an Air Force pilot during the war and ran the Brandon 

Flying Club, was a rather professional man, and I would say, given the equipment and given 

the instruction of McGill and his two staff, was probably comparable.  Having said that, I‘d 

have to talk to somebody who went through the later means of training, at Centralia, on 

Chipmunks.  I would think they were comparable, both in length of time.    The one thing that 

the Centralia group would have, that the Brandon group did not, would be aerobatics.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, how did your training progress, then, after you left Brandon? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, from Brandon, we then went to the Light Aircraft School, which was an 

organization put together by the Artillery after the Second World war, to train pilots for their 

air observation flights.  It had initially, Auster aircraft –a British made Mark 6, Mark 7—one 

being dual; the other being single.  And, at the time that we arrived, the school had been 

equipped with Cessna L-19 bird dogs for training.  And so, we were one of the first to take 

our course conversion on the L-19, at the end of which we received wings.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, you had a total of how many hours, then, when you got your wings? 

 

RODENBUSH:  About a hundred and thirty hours, at that time—seventy five at Brandon, 

another fifty or sixty… 

 

INTERVIEWER:  That would compare favourably with pilots, like myself, that trained 

through the Centralia system, with a hundred and twenty.  I understand that you went on to be 

an instructor, now, after that.  Did that happen right away, or was there…? 
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RODENBUSH:  Within a matter of a few months.  I did what was called a ―line pilot‖ and flew 

missions, or training missions.  And then, with one hour's dual by the Chief Flying Instructor, 

who was an Air Force officer by the name of Waterhouse, I became an instructor, and had 

about three students, if I remember correctly.  I think my main focus was on instrument 

flying. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, what units were you actually assigned to, where you worked in flying 

positions, following that? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, I can preface that by saying, somewhere along the line, I think at about 

the three hundred hour mark, I was then sent ―across the street‖, so to speak, to be converted 

on helicopters--the Sikorsky H-5, to be precise—a beast of a machine to fly.  It was not 

hydraulic.  It was one of the early Sikorsky models.  I think that that was a forty-hour course.  

I then returned to the Light Aircraft School, for some further instructing.  [I] was then 

selected for conversion at U.S. Army base, at Fort Sill, Oklahoma on Sikorsky H-19s, and 

Sikorsky H-34.  That was about a four-month conversion course. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Lorne, could you give me some detail of your experience when you were 

posted into the United States? 

 

RODENBUSH:  After the conversion on H-19 and H-34, I did a short spell, at Rivers—

instructing, and checked out in the Bell H-13.  And then, I was posted to 64th Transportation 

Company, U.S. Army, in Fort Hood, Texas—an armoured division.  I think they had about 

twenty thousand there, and a sizable complement of aircraft, including the unit that I was 

going to, which was equipped with twenty-one H-34s.  This was the first unit equipped with 

this type of aircraft--capable of twelve passengers, or could lift a pretty sizable load in a sling.  

It was so new that the tail rotor was still going through tests, and had to be changed every 

twenty-four hours.   

 

I was the only foreign officer on Fort Hood, which had great social advantages.  I went 

through a series of appointments, within the unit--Operations Officer, Maintenance Check 

Pilot—and that sort of thing.  In the early days, this being the only transport helicopter 

company, it was in demand.  So there was a lot of away from home type flights—

demonstrations, and that sort of thing.  One that comes to mind of importance was Sky Cab 1, 

which was held in Fort Hope, Louisiana—about a three-month exercise, in which we were 

deployed in the field.   

 

One interesting story there.  The commander of the unit wanted to demonstrate the lift 

capability of the H-34, and there was a Hiller H-23 Raven, I believe it was called, that had a 

carburetor problem, some ten miles away.  So, we were going to lift it in and bring it in, in 

front of the audience of generals.  I was selected to fly.  We picked the Hiller up and, as we 

were approaching, I asked the co-pilot to ―arm the hook,‖ which would mean that when we 

touched down, it was automatically released.  When he went to do that, we dropped the Hiller 

from three hundred feet.  It wasn‘t an impressive demonstration!   

 

The unit then moved, in 1958, to Fort Knox, Kentucky.  And, although we enjoyed having 

some other Canadians at Fort Knox, the most enjoyable part is that my experience, in both 

fixed-wing and helicopter. gave me an opportunity to keep current on some eight types, 
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during my stay there.  Also, many, many, interesting missions throughout that part of the 

world.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  Lorne, you seem to have done a lot of things when you were in the United 

States.  What specific experience did you get there, and what use was this going to serve in 

Canadian Army aviation? 

 

RODENBUSH:  The types that I was able to fly, particularly at Fort Knox, Kentucky gave me a 

range of both fixed wing and helicopter.  They included the H-34, which was a main unit; the 

H-19, also a Sikorsky; the Hiller, which I referred to; the Bell H-13; the Beaver; two or three 

different types of L-19s; a little bit of twin times; and the H-37, which was a twin engine 

Sikorsky—a monster of an aircraft.   So, those types provided me with a variety of flying.  I 

also was the Maintenance Check pilot for the unit.  I acquired an instrument rating in both 

fixed wing and helicopter.  And, as I‘ve already mentioned, I was playing roles--which would 

help, when we finally formed the units back in Canada--such as Operations Officer, and unit 

commander.    That experience, both in hours and types and qualifications, was, I suspect, the 

main reason for me being posted back to the Directorate of Land Air Warfare, at National 

Defence Headquarters, who were responsible for all Army aviation at that time.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  What was happening in DLAW—Directorate of Land Air Warfare -- at 

that time, and how new was that Directorate? 

 

RODENBUSH:  I‘m not too sure how new the Directorate was because the Directorate was put 

together, primarily, for other non-aircraft type things, such as parachuting and delivery by air.  

It became responsible for all Army aviation, after the Directorate of Supplies and Transport‘s 

entry into transport helicopter field, was also taken up by the Armoured Corps, and of course, 

we had the Artillery.  So, they became the main staff responsible for all aspects—that‘s the 

acquisition of equipment, the training of pilots and even, the selection of pilots--they played a 

big role.   

 

It was a small unit--headed by Lieutenant Colonel David Ealey, who commanded the 1
st
 Air 

OP Flight during World war II, three Majors, myself, and a couple of staff people.  I fulfilled 

a number of roles, including Continuation Training Instructor for those who were qualified, 

and in the Ottawa area, on L-19s that we took out of War Reserve.   I did a great deal of 

testing of suitable aircraft, if you will, that the Army were interested in.  And their shopping 

list was rather long, from C-45s to the Tutor.  In fact, I was the first non-factory pilot to fly 

the Tutor -- known as the Snowbirds‘ aircraft -- in Montreal, to see whether it could be used 

by the Air OP, for observation.  Needless to say, it didn‘t pan out.   

 

I also flew a number of helicopters.  The primary candidates for the Army heavy lift was the 

Sikorsky S-61A, which we now know as the Sea King, and the Boeing Vertol 107, which was 

the first prototype powered by turbine engine aircraft.  And I spent a great deal of time in 

Philadelphia with the Chief Test Pilot—Glen Levasseur, by name.  In fact, we flew the 

prototype to Ottawa, demonstrated it to generals in Ottawa, and I think that the 

recommendations and comparisons of those two led to a decision to buy the Boeing Vertol.   

 

If I may, at a time a little later, when I was an aide to General Bob Moncel -- because he was 

learning how to fly -- I accompanied General Moncel, along with the Chief of the Air staff--

Air Marshal Hugh Campbell, I think by name and the Chief of the Naval Staff, whose name 
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escapes me—to brief Minister Harkness on the purchase of helicopters.  So, I was asked 

some questions of a technical nature.  But, I remember very clearly, the Minister saying to the 

three Chiefs, ―Yes.  You can buy the Vertol.  You‘re all going to have the same type, and 

you‘ll have twelve, Army…‖  And—I‘ve forgotten—six, for the Air Force and the Navy had 

a request.  As we know, in the final analysis, the Navy ended up with, probably more suitable 

to their needs, the Sea King.  The Air Force and the Army did have Boeing Vertol CH-113s--

the Army called Voyageur, and the Air Force called theirs Labrador. But there was a great 

dissimilarity on the equipment that was in it. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  You mentioned General Moncel training to, let‘s say, wing standard.  

Were you involved in the training of senior officers of the Forces? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Yes.  It was an enjoyable part of my career that [was] almost my downfall.  

The first general officer to obtain wings was General Arthur Wrench, who was the Chief of 

Personnel --a Communications person by trade.  And he convinced the then Chief of General 

Staff,  General Walsh, that he had to go down to Fort Rucker, Alabama, and get a course.  

Interesting little story about General Arthur Wrench.  He had the dubious honour of having 

the longest ground loop in an L-19 in the history of the U.S. Army.  When that report hit 

General Walsh‘s desk, he just sent back a one-liner, saying, ―Clumsy.‖    

 

At any rate, part of my job at Directorate of Land Air Warfare was to fly with General 

Wrench, because it was the opinion of those that, perhaps, General Wrench ought to have a 

permanent co-pilot with him.  The lack of progress in the purchase of equipment, in the 

minds of some, stemmed from the fact that the only people we had trained as pilots--with the 

exception, at this stage, of General Wrench—was, in fact, junior officers.  Two things 

happened.  One:  a decision was made to court senior officers to get wings on their chest, and 

by senior officers, I‘m talking now, about General rank; and also, to send off for training, 

mid-rank, in the rank of Major. And so, both those things happened.   

 

Two officers next to be trained were General Bob Moncel, who was the Quartermaster 

General, and retired as the Vice Chief of the Forces. And I became his instructor and his aide, 

which was sort of an unusual situation.  I was saying, ―Yes, Sir.  Three bags full,‖ at one 

time, and then I was telling him what to do at the next.  There were some very interesting 

times there.    

 

The other was General John Victor Allard.  We brought Major Harry Reid in to give him his 

basic instruction on the L-19.  When Harry Reid went back to Rivers, to his job, I became 

sort of the co-pilot, if you will, of both John Victor Allard and Bob Moncel.  And that was a 

no-win competition from where I was sitting.  So, we then brought in a fellow by the name of 

Wagner, to look after General Allard.   

 

This caught fire and we had General Dextrase, at the time, Colonel Wilson-Smith, Colonel[s] 

Dean Freeman and Rothchild, and they all went out to Rivers, Manitoba and had their 

training.  And I must say that getting wings on their chest did, in fact, move the purchase of 

the equipment ahead, so that in 1963, the first delivery of the Voyageurs to the Army started 

occurring. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Do any memorable experiences come to mind when you think of training 

senior officers? 
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RODENBUSH:  We could go on for a very long time.  I think probably some of the humourous 

ones--I‘ll just tell two--is that John Victor Allard treated the airplane like a jeep.  So, I can 

remember flying him up to Three Rivers, which is his home.  He‘d been on a fishing trip, and 

we're bringing the fish back in the back of an L-19.  We had to stop in Montreal because of 

the weather, so we went to a bed and breakfast place.  I can remember him talking to the 

hostess of the bed and breakfast place to put these fish in a refrigerator.  I didn‘t have an 

alarm clock and he wanted to be back at Army Headquarters very early in the morning, so we 

got up at 5:30.  I don‘t think I slept much.  I can remember as we went out the door, he said, 

―Bring the fish, boy.‖   

 

Another story, I think, with Bob Moncel. His good lady would go down to their summer 

home in Nova Scotia, and weekends were for flying.  We would go as far away as New 

Orleans in the Cessna L-19L, which is another story that we might talk about.  And I can 

remember we landed at a military base—I guess it wasn‘t a military base—a Guard unit was 

on this field.  And the next morning, we were out, and Bob Moncel is underneath the aircraft, 

draining the gas, and I‘m standing, leaning against the wing, with my three pips up.  And 

across the field comes a Colonel, saluting, and saying, ―Sir!  I‘m sorry!  We didn‘t know that 

you were at our base.‖  With that, Bob Moncel looked from underneath the aircraft, and he 

said, ―It‘s alright.  We‘re just passing through.‖  There are a couple of them. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  They thought your three pips indicating Captain was actually a three star 

General! 

 

RODENBUSH:  That‘s right. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Lorne, you mentioned the L-19L.  What role did that serve in the 

Canadian Army, and what was your role with respect to that aircraft, in the Army? 

 

RODENBUSH:  L-19L really was a commercial Cessna 182.  We‘d lost a number—I guess 

four or five—L-19s, and Colonel David Ealey, who I‘ve referred to earlier, came up with the 

idea that if we replaced those with a more suitable airplane to transport people around 

Canada, that he might be able to sell that to the Deputy Minister.  In fact, the Deputy Minister 

knew exactly what we were talking about.   

 

I did some tests on the 182, in Kansas, and we purchased four, in a very short period of time 

from the notion until we took delivery.  Harry Reid and myself went down to pick the first 

two up—flown down in a Dakota -- Air Force technicians, and ferry pilots and goodness 

knows what all.  We got a forty-five minute check out, and flew back--one on each wing of 

the Dakota—instrument, back to Ottawa.  We then formed—informally formed, I should 

say—an organization called the Army Headquarters Training and Liaison Flight.  And these 

four aircraft went out to Rockcliffe, and they agreed to maintain them.  And using 

continuation flying pilots—people who were qualified in the Ottawa area—we carried out 

missions, and I‘m proud to say that we held the MFR at forty five hours per month per 

aircraft, without a staff.   

 

It then became a useful vehicle and people used it to go to Petawawa, Borden, Rivers, 

Quebec City every time, rather than going commercially.  And so, we brought in 'n' pilots, 

and filled the vacancies.  We then moved that Flight to Uplands, to one of the Army hangars 
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there, and maintained it.  Sometime after I had departed to Staff College, it was reduced to 

one or two in Ottawa, and one was put in Borden, one in Petawawa, I believe, and one in 

Valcartier—to do the same roles, but closer to the users.  Great airplane. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  At Staff College, was there any emphasis given on Army aviation?  We 

must have been moving into some sort of a turning point in history.  What sort of things were 

going on at Staff College, with respect to Army aviation? 

 

RODENBUSH:  If my memory is correct, there was a considerable emphasis.  I remember 

either giving a lecture and/or writing an article on Transport Helicopters.  We had already 

moved into the field of reconnaissance, and the purchase of the equipment was known to the 

students and the staff.  So, I think it‘s fair to say that quite a bit of emphasis was placed.  The 

six Army pilots that attended the Staff College, and it was a two-year course, did their 

continuation flying at the Kingston Flying Club.  And I can recall many times that we flew 

colleagues to go up, and have a look from the air, at what we were going to have to tramp 

around on the ground the next day or so. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  I just want to move back from your experience at Staff College, now, into 

your experience in Directorate of Air Land Warfare.  What was the most memorable 

experience that you would have encountered personally, in your time, in the Directorate? 

 

RODENBUSH:  I think, without a doubt, it was having the opportunity to participate in ‗Pole 

Hop.‘  ‗Pole Hop‘ was an exercise, sponsored by the U.S. Army--Transportation Research 

Environmental organization, I believe—and their goal was, primarily, to put the first single 

engine airplane on the North Pole.  It had a lot of other things they wanted to do—test ice, 

etc., etc.  And since it was to leave from Alert—or Ward Hunt Island—in Ellesmere, a 

request came through for Canadian participation.  And, being the Desk Officer that received 

this request, I quickly marched into David Ealey, and said, ―This is meant for me.‖  The 

aircraft they were going to use were Otter—of course, the Canadian aircraft—and I had had a 

little bit of time.   

 

I was sent down to Trenton, for a refresher course of ten hours.  I was to marry up with the 

main body in Greenland—Thule, Greenland.  I arrived a little early, and had the fun, since I 

encountered some people from my days in H-34 Squadron, who were there with H-34s, 

supporting Lead Dog, which was an over ice, over snow train, crossing Greenland.  So, I got 

some flying, and in fact, went all the way across Greenland one day in a C-130.  

 

The airplanes arrived—the two Otters arrived in Thule, Greenland, and they were assembled.  

The navigation equipment was a Doppler—fairly new, at the time.  None of the pilots were 

familiar with the Doppler, and it was installed there.  We did some test flying around Thule, 

Greenland.  It soon became evident that, not only in amount of time, but such qualifications 

as ski and instrument flying, in the type of conditions one would find in Greenland, I was the 

only one that had those experiences.  So, the colonel in charge of this operation, a non-pilot, 

designated me as the Chief Pilot.   

 

We finally found weather that we thought was suitable to fly from Thule, Greenland to Alert, 

which was going to be our base.  We weren‘t allowed to be housed at the Canadian base at 

Alert, and therefore, were in tents at the gravel strip.  We spent a great deal of time testing the 

equipment, and flying around, to Ward Hunt Island, and that part of the world.  We did not 
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have enough fuel in the Otter to make the North Pole and back.  The distance was four 

hundred and twenty eight knots—nautical miles—and our range was something like six 

hundred and fifty, or so, which it was decided that we would fly out part way, drop some 

orange drums on the ice, and come back, and then, go out and refuel.  So, we flew out and 

dropped the orange drums, came back, took our required rest period, because we had been in 

the air long enough.  [We] encountered some bad weather, and when we went back we 

couldn‘t find the drums.  So, we started all over again.    

 

It‘s safe to say that we more or less found our way to the North Pole, in a period of time, 

shortly after Gary Powers was shot down.  This precluded any announcement of this feat of 

landing the first single engine airplane on the North Pole occurred.  It was, in my mind, an 

opportunity that only comes your way once in a while.  It certainly was a highlight of my 

time in Land Air Warfare, even though it wasn‘t directly related to the equipment or training 

of Canadian Army pilots.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  So, this international incident—the shooting down of the U2, then, 

literally put a public relations lid on this event?   

 

RODENBUSH:  Precisely.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  A story that has remained untold until this time, probably? 

 

RODENBUSH:  That is correct, too. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Let‘s go back then to Staff College then, briefly.  What was your career 

path like, let‘s say, following Staff College, and where did that take you, to your next flying 

appointment? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, like most in Army aviation, we felt compelled, to walk both sides of the 

road at once, sort of to say.  That is to say, keep your hand in on the basic Corps 

responsibility of transport.  So, after Staff College, I was posted to Ottawa, to the Directorate 

of Supply and Transport -- not anything to do with flying, although I did continuation 

flying—was promoted Major.  At the end of one year, I was sent to command 3 Transport 

Company at Base Gagetown, in New Brunswick—an enjoyable one year—a couple of 

hundred vehicles, and three hundred people.   

 

During that period of time, I was called upon to do a Board of Inquiry for a downed 

Voyageur CH-113 in Michigan.  The aircraft was being ferried for redeployment of the unit, 

from Rivers to St-Hubert, in Quebec.  The co-pilot was not qualified on type or instrument 

rated.  They were pressing the weather a bit, because they had missions in Quebec that they 

needed to get there in a timely fashion.  And encountered low fog, went on instruments, tried 

to do a turn, and spiraled in--one death of a technician.  So, I was called upon to do that 

Board of Inquiry.  

 

At the end of my time in Gagetown, I was posted to Viet Nam, to participate in the 

International Control Commission, in a military capacity.  By that time, the International 

Control Commission was…-Its mandate, which was to allow people to move freely between 

the North and South, had sort of ended with the war in which the Americans were involved.  

Upon arrival in Saigon--Ho Chi Min‘s City--Armand Dire, who was the Ambassador—the 
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Commissionaire to the Canadian Component—had been an Air OP pilot, saw my wings, and 

said, ―You‘re just the man I want.  We have lost the External Affairs rep in Hanoi, and the 

aircraft coming out was lost.  And we can‘t get somebody to go up there.  Will you go up on 

secondment to the Department of External Affairs?‖  After some thought, and agreement that 

my wife could join me, which she didn‘t because of health, I became an instant diplomat and 

headed off to Hanoi.  

 

The highlights of Hanoi was seeing both--some parts of South Viet Nam, with the American 

influence there, and seeing communism on the North.  At that juncture, in my humble 

opinion, certainly the North Vietnamese — everybody got their bag of rice and a few tongs(?) 

every week.  The highlights of that, was having audience with Ho Chi Min on two or three 

occasions.  We became the spokesperson, if you will, for Dean Rusk out of Washington, via 

Mr. Martin, Senior, who was the Minister for External Affairs.  And so, I had lots of 

communications that I passed on, in part to the Viet Cong who had an office in Hanoi.  That 

was a pretty interesting tour of duty.   

 

I was delighted, of course, at the end of the year, to find that I was posted to command 1 

Transport Helicopter Platoon, in St-Hubert, in late1968.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  In your position of command with the 1st Transport Helicopter Platoon, 

what type of equipment did you use, what sort of staff did you have, where did your pilots 

come from, and what was the total strength, let‘s say, of the squadron?   

 

RODENBUSH:  That‘s a number of questions.  Let me start by saying that I arrived on the 

scene and took command, in the middle of the transition, if you will, of integration of the 

Forces, and so, 1 Transport Helicopter Platoon was to become an Air Force Squadron.  The 

options were such units as 444 and 427, and 403 even, because the TAG Helicopter 

Squadrons had not been formed, as yet.   

 

Being rather brown in colour, I then asked the question, ―What‘s the last Squadron number of 

the Air Force.‖  And it was 449.  So, I said, ―Can I have 450?‖  Somebody said, ―Yes.‖  And, 

we ran it past, and a couple of years later, it had the blessing of the Queen.   We found out, 

not to our horror but out of interest, that 450 was, in fact, the first Australian squadron during 

World war II—a squadron that was decommissioned at the end of the war.  And there are 

some interesting stories of our relationship with their association in Australia.   

 

The 450 Squadron, which I‘ll refer to the unit, had split in two, with the detachment in 

Edmonton made up of four aircraft, and six in St-Hubert.  We started out with twelve.  One 

became a hangar queen, if you will, because we didn‘t buy adequate spare parts.  And then, 

the one that we‘d lost, that I referred to earlier.  So, we had ten Voyageurs—CH-13As.  We 

had one Hiller Raven that, in fact, was my jeep, and I had a lot of fun flying with it.   

 

The unit at the time I took over was totally self-contained.  That is, we did first, second and 

third line maintenance.  We had all the capability of operating from the field—that is, both 

vehicles, and Bowsers, and cooks, and the like—all of which got used, considerably.  We 

were in the process, when I took over, of hosting people out to the TAG Helicopter 

Squadrons—the ‗brown people‘, if you will.  And they were replaced by either the senior 

service pilots -- Navy -- or Air Force.   
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So, by the end of my first year, I had a very balanced, if you will, number of troops under my 

command of Air Force, Army and Navy.  The thing about it is that it was easy to see that, 

because we had not yet transitioned totally into the green uniform.  In fact, the Service Corps 

pilots were the last to be de-badged -- to take down their Service Corps hat badge.  So, we 

were actually wearing green uniforms with a Service Corps hat badge into ‘69, if my memory 

serves me correct.   

 

So, we had vehicles.  I‘d be hard pressed, at this time, to say exactly what the numbers were.  

The officer total was certainly forty plus.  I could tell you, because I had quite a chore of 

writing performance reviews.  And I would say, at that juncture, we were probably in the 

three hundred range total, between the detachment and the headquarters.  Our missions were 

just about everything you could think, from Newfoundland to B.C., with the detachment in 

Edmonton handling most of the west.  We did our own transition to type.  We did our own 

proficiency training, if you will—instrument.  And even with those training duties, we 

managed to do eighty five percent of our flying, dedicated to the users.   

 

The users were not totally Army units.  We were under command of 10 Tactical Air Group, 

established as part of Mobile Command.  Tactical Air Group had the Reserve Otters and the 

CF-5s, as well as 450 Squadron, and as they came into being — 403 being the first -- Tactical 

Helicopter Squadron.  So, it was a pretty big organization, first commanded by a fellow by 

the name of Edwards.  And I remember, so well, going into see him, and he looked at me, and 

pointed to my wings, and said, ―Those wings aren‘t worth anything.‖   

 

This reflects, in part, the difficulty that people trained under the Army program had to deal 

with -- to convince, for the most part, their high performance Air Force colleagues that they 

had some capability.  There was some reason—valid reasons—if you looked at our training 

program, compared to the more polished Air Force, for them to have these doubts.  We put 

these doubts to bed through a number of ways--demonstrating our ability to do missions.  I 

took four people:  the Commander of 10 TAG, the Deputy Commander, and two non-rated 

Army people; and we gave them a fifty hour familiarization course.  It taught some basics of 

flying—the same things that we give technicians in case that there was a need for a technician 

to be in the co-pilot seat.  And I think what swayed them, as much as anything, was going out 

on a black night, without lights, and picking up a two and a half ton truck, and taking it 

around the circuit and put it back on the ground.  Thereafter, we had a great deal more respect 

from those who doubted our capabilities.   

 

We did a lot of flying, for what I would call V.I.P.s.  We served the Prime Minister of 

Canada, Pierre Elliot Trudeau, on a regular basis.  I recall in one year that we logged five 

hundred hours of flying time, in Voyageurs, in support of Prime Minister Trudeau.  He loved 

the airplane.  He enjoyed sitting in the co-pilot seat; something that commanders would never 

do now, I‘m sure, allow that to happen.  He loved low flying.  I can recall, on a number of 

occasions, treetop flying.  And he‘d say, ―Go lower!  Go lower!‖  I had a great rapport with 

the gentleman.   

 

We flew him on his honeymoon, in the French Islands, and in Newfoundland.  We had an 

occasion to fly him throughout Eastern Canada, and he was going to Entry Island—which is 

the Magdalen Islands. 

 

Interview with Lorne RodenBush.  End of Side 1. 
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Canadian war Museum Oral History Program Interview with Lorne RodenBush.  Tape 1, 

Side 2. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Lorne, you were mentioning that you were almost a private pilot for Prime 

Minister Trudeau, and that you had flown the Trudeaus on their honeymoon to the Magdalen 

Island.  I‘d like you to continue with that story, because this is probably a rarity for a military 

pilot.  

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, most certainly, I had many hours at the controls when Pierre Elliot 

Trudeau was on board.  In fact, it was modus operandi that the commanding officer of a unit, 

when there was a V.I.P. on board, would be at the controls.  There are two stories here.  I 

think we‘ve sort of mixed them up, slightly.  I will conclude about the honeymoon, which 

was we met up with them at St. Pierre de Miquelon.  Always three aircraft:  one to fly the 

Prime Minister and his immediate entourage, one for the Press, and one backup, in case 

something went wrong with one of the primary aircraft. 

 

We encountered weather at St. Pierre de Miquelon, and so Margaret and Pierre went by Coast 

Guard vessel, with Jameson, the Minister of Transport, on to Newfoundland.  And we caught 

up with them there.  I recall one leg of a journey on the west coast of Newfoundland.  And we 

sent the Press and the spare aircraft ahead, because Pierre and Margaret wanted to stop along 

the coastline and have lunch.  Jameson had packed them a lunch—actually in a beer carton, 

and it was milk and bologna sandwiches.  I remember precisely.  In fact, I‘ve got a picture of 

that.   

 

As they were having their lunch—actually, Margaret was throwing rocks out to sea.  It was 

an escarpment—a sixty, seventy-foot escarpment.  Across the prairie, not on road, came an 

old car, just bouncing along, raced up.  They said, ―We saw your helicopter go down.  Are 

you in trouble?‖  I said, ―No, Sir.‖  And it was two elderly gentlemen.  I said, ―Would you 

like to meet the Prime Minister of Canada?‖  If I had been able to get a picture of those two 

elderly gentlemen!  They didn‘t know whether to stay there and talk to the Prime Minister, or 

jump in their car and go back and tell the folks that the Prime Minister of Canada was over 

there in the Prairies.  That particular little story sticks in my mind.   

 

Coming back now to the Magdalen Islands.  We were on an extended tour with the Prime 

Minister, ending up in Gaspé.   But he had an appointment to visit Entry Island, which is one 

of the Magdalen Islands, without an airport.  And they were staying at a motel.  And so, we 

had an unserviceability.  And in the middle of the night, I spent talking to his aides, and said, 

―We‘ll bring a Buffalo in, fly him to the main island, and he‘ll have to take a boat over.‖  

That was the plot.   

 

But I went to pick him up at the motel, to take him to the strip, to get on the Buffalo.  When I 

got there, he came out, waved to me.  I got out of the cockpit.  He said, ―I understand you‘re 

not going to fly me to Entry Island.‖  I said, ―The weather is three hundred feet, Mr. Prime 

Minister.  We don‘t have a backup aircraft, and I suggest it‘s safer to go by Buffalo.‖  He had 

one of the three wise men with him--I‘ve forgotten which one--who said, ―If we were 

generals, and told you to go, would you go?‖  I said, ―I would tell you the risks, and then, 
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we‘d go.‖  ―Well, we want to go.‖  I said, ―Fine, but we‘ve got to go back to the strip, top up 

with fuel, and take some over water gear.‖   

 

We flew back to the strip, putting on the over water gear, but the bowser had departed.  We 

calculated that we had, with the tailwind, just enough to get to Entry Island.  And the Buffalo 

would fly above the clouds, and act as our navigation vehicle.  Well, half way along, the 

Buffalo said, ―You got a headwind.‖  To shorten up the story, we land at Entry Island, and 

didn‘t have enough fuel to move over to top up.  Didn‘t bother the Prime Minister one little 

bit.  But it demonstrates, I think, the relationship between the pilot, and, in this case, the 

Prime Minister of Canada.  It‘s a story that certainly sticks in my mind. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Well, thank you for that.  While you commanded 1 Transport Helicopter 

Platoon, you had an opportunity to fly the Prime Minister.  There must have been other 

missions of which you are quite proud.  What were they all about? 

 

RODENBUSH:  As I think I‘ve said earlier, our playground was from coast to coast, being the 

only helicopter squadron in the early days.  Then the Tac Helicopter Squadrons, although 

they came into being during my tenure at 450, didn‘t take on missions until the last eighteen 

months, of my time over at 450.  So, our mandate, of course, was to support the Land Forces.  

And we did that, in Gagetown, in Wainwright, in Frobisher Bay, which I‘ll come back to.   

 

I would go along to the Commander I was serving, with an amount of time.  And I‘d say, 

―We have seventy hours.  It takes so much to get here, and so much to go back.  You can use 

it any way you want.  When that‘s gone, we‘re finished.‖  Our colleagues in the Land Forces 

never understood this.  Why couldn‘t we give them more?  But anybody who‘s been 

associated with aviation will understand that spare parts and everything is geared.  We were 

flying, at that time, about forty hours per month, per aircraft.    

 

The more interesting of that type of exercise, I guess, would be Frobisher in February, if you 

can imagine, supporting a brigade group—Archambault was the Brigadier.  We took four 

ships and support to Frobisher—no longer called Frobisher.  The over-snow vehicles that 

were to support the brigade group--there was insufficient snow, and they were breaking 

down.  So, we became really the only support for those troops, and they were quite a ways 

out—sixty, seventy miles north of Frobisher.   

 

A couple of incidents worthy of note.  The Staff College colleague of mine, who will go 

unnamed, was commanding the Vandoos.  And, in the middle of a stormy night, there was a 

request for casualty evacuation.  I selected one of my best pilots, and off we headed, and 

radar guided us above the clag, out to the area, and we did a spiral descent into a valley--

pretty dicey effort—landed beside a great, big fire.  And my colleague came out with a piece 

of paper saying that was the casualty.  He was just testing the system.  We were not very 

impressed with that particular mission.  Servicing the aircraft outside, in February, in 

Frobisher, was a challenge that we could spend two or three hours talking about.  We had 

many, many missions supporting the Land Forces. 

 

The things that come to mind are we did many search and rescue missions, which we could 

talk about.  But we served the Governor General, on numerous occasions-- Mitchener mostly.  

Worthy of note, I think, is our half a dozen times serving the Royal Family.  I‘ll recall a 

couple of incidents.   
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Prince Phillip was to be transported, I think, from Ottawa to some outlying area, and when he 

arrived, I lined the crew up to present them to the Prince.  We had gone to the trouble of 

finding out what sort of gloves he wore, and we had a pair of gloves.  And so, as he went 

aboard, I asked him if he would like to fly.  He turned to me and said, ―Colonel, I‘ll tell you 

when I want to fly.‖  So, that sort of brought me back to Earth. 

 

I had the pleasure, with a lot of press coverage, of giving Prince Charles his first time at the 

controls of a helicopter, in July 1970--about a one-hour trip, out to a Boy Scout camp.  On the 

way out, I asked him if he would like to sit in the jump seat, and observe.  He did.  I said, 

when we got back, ―If you‘d like to be in the co-pilot seat, I‘d be delighted to have you for 

the trip back.‖  The Commander of the Royal Flight was on board, and he had just finished 

his basic training, and they wanted him to go high performance.  And here I was, introducing 

him to helicopters.  The Commander of the Royal Flight was not impressed.  So, I put Prince 

Philip[Charles] in the left seat.  We did some basic turning, and actually got him down to a 

hover, which always disproves to people that it‘s an easy airplane to fly.  That got a lot of 

publicity in the local papers, and is something that I sort of cherish. 

 

The third event with the Royal Family is in the Seventy Fifth Anniversary—I think it was 

‗71—of Manitoba.  We were charged with providing helicopter lift to move them around the 

province.  I brought the detachment in from Edmonton to do that, and I took two airplanes 

from—at this time, we were now in Ottawa—to Shilo, for a demonstration.  The 

demonstration included the dropping of parachutists, and the rapelling of troops from the 

back of two helicopters.  We rehearsed this with a nursing sister standing on the stands, 

where Her Majesty would be, and we rapelled these troops without difficulty.   

 

The wind always blows in western Canada from the west.  Well, this day it blew from the 

east.  And the parachutists came in and dropped, jumped out of their parachutes.  They were 

much closer to the stands.  And I‘m standing next to Her Majesty, and on the two-way 

communications, they said, ―Boss.  We‘ve only got one airplane.‖  So the one airplane came 

in, positioned itself in front of the stands.  The rapelling started.  The down wash from the 

rotors, of course, was about ninety miles per hour, managed to lift Her Majesty‘s skirts very 

high.  I was being yelled at by every senior officer, in the vicinity, to get that helicopter out of 

there.  But as you‘ll appreciate, the troops were coming out of the back, so it didn‘t.  It took 

me a long time to write apologetic letters. 

 

The follow-on to that story is when I was at Naval Defence College, we visited London, and 

Prince Phillip was the guest of honour.  And so, I was asked to be at the head table.  

Somebody knew the story, and had told them--the Royal Family.  Phillip came in.  I doubted 

very much if he knew that I was part of.  He looked at me, and of course, I had my nametag 

on, and said, ―RodenBush.  I‘m surprised you‘re still around.  Weren‘t you part of the Shilo 

problem?‖   

 

So, we were involved in air shows.  And during the 1970 FLQ crisis in Quebec, we actually 

flew the kidnappers from the museum--Expo ‘67--to the waiting aircraft.  We flew all the 

Cabinet from the Governor General‘s residence—five airplanes—we split them up—to a 

downtown parking lot, over forty story buildings, for the Laporte funeral.   
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We equipped the unit with three Bell Twin Huey‘s for V.I.P. flying, because it was taking so 

much time, that my masters -- generals in Mobile Command—wanted to reduce the number 

of V.I.P.s.  So, we equipped them with very lush seats, etc.  Unfortunately, the main user—

Prime Minister Trudeau—did not like that particular helicopter.  He much preferred the 

Voyageur, which he could stand at the top of the stairs, and I‘d be at the bottom, saluting him, 

as he came off. 

 

We went through centralized maintenance to unit maintenance—the formation of 1 and 2 

AFMS—Air Force Maintenance System, I believe.  And we organized that from within my 

organization.  That was a most enjoyable four years.  We had our share of tragedy.  We lost a 

technician the last week of my command—climbed up, with the rotor still turning. But on 

balance, I can‘t imagine anyone in the flying business, that would not look back at that four 

years as the most enjoyable time. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  I think our listeners might be interested in some of the history behind 

tactical flying, perhaps, at this stage.  What did you, sort of, encounter with respect to ground 

rules, conflict with other flying organizations, let‘s say, at the time?  What were you able to, 

sort of, do—get away with, in those early years?  

 

RODENBUSH:  If we compare the late ‗60s and 1970‘s, to today, we had an absolute free hand.  

I guess it‘s fair to say that we were developing policy and, in hindsight, probably not all 

good.  Let me give you some examples. 

 

The sending a crew away on a mission--as soon as they left base, they were Commanding 

Officers.  And we paid little attention to the fact that they would have to operate from airport 

to airport.  Therefore, any place you can think of became a landing field, be it a schoolyard, 

as we often did, transporting such people as Prime Minister Trudeau.  And so, it was not 

unusual for two or three helicopters to be in a parking lot, at a hotel, at the edge of a city.  

That I don‘t suggest became policy, nor should it have, but I‘m just sort of demonstrating the 

freedom we had.   

 

So, if we talk a little bit about instrument flying.  Helicopter instrument flying, of course, 

wasn‘t in vogue.  Neither the equipment nor the training was available, yet we trained our 

people up to instrument standards.  And I can recall the first instrument flights into Ottawa. 

We had to declare emergencies because we had inadequate fuel to go to an alternate.  The 

other thing is that the requirement for tower operators and radar operators to understand that 

you could come in at a very slow speed with this airplane, and you didn‘t have to hit the 

runway.  So, these were new to the Canadian Forces—new to this unit.  So, we were 

developing policy in that regard.   

 

Certainly, nap-of-the-earth was a common day occurrence.  And we paid some prices for low 

flying when we probably shouldn‘t have, such as ornaments falling off tables, supposedly.  I 

can recall going into the field in which we blew a baby out of a baby carriage, because the 

lady left her kid in the baby carriage.  Things of that nature.  That‘s not policies and 

procedures.   

 

But we established the length of time for transition.  We can draw a comparison, I would 

think, that after fifty hours, in my time, people became Captain of the aircraft.  They are now, 

sort of, into their third and fourth year in a unit, before they can be a Captain of the aircraft.  
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More complex today.  More attention paid to safety.  But the point is that, there wasn‘t a 

bible of policies and procedures, although during the tenure of the 10 Tactical Air Group, 

there were check rides, and there were instrument check rides, and that sort of thing. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  You sounded like you were pioneers.  Tell us more about nap-of-the-earth 

flying, particularly, in the larger helicopters. 

 

RODENBUSH:  I don‘t think there‘s any doubt that that unit was a pioneer in rotary wing 

support.  We were always of the view—those of us that were in on the early stage--that 

survival in the battlefield meant not being seen and avoiding.  We did some trials with T-33s, 

if I remember, and Hillers, in which the Hiller would try and hide.  And so we spent a lot of 

time doing what we called nap-of-the-earth.  We didn‘t have the benefit of night flying and 

night flying goggles that they have today, yet we flew pretty low at night on some pretty dark 

nights.  So we were experimenting.  I‘d like to think we were safe.   

 

I‘ve always said to my colleagues in the business, ―You give me an airplane on a three 

hundred foot ceiling, and half mile visibility, and I will go down the 417 to Montreal from 

Ottawa and be there before you can be there on instruments.‖  And I think I can give an 

example of proving that case.  In my tenure as Honourary Colonel, I had a number of 

occasions in which I flew with the squadron. And the squadron was tasked to support the 

meeting in Halifax of the Eight Nation Finance Group in which all the heads of states were 

there.  We flew from Ottawa, to Gagetown, to Shearwater, instrument—absolutely excellent.  

We made an approach to Shearwater at two hundred and a mile and half, without difficulty.   

 

I then sat in the operations for the next four days, and kept asking crews, ―Can you get your 

airplane from here to where the meeting is to bring somebody out if there‘s a requirement?‖  

―No, boss.  We don‘t do that sort of flying.‖  It demonstrates to me that the things that we 

were teaching, and the missions that we were doing, along the lines I‘ve just described, are 

the things that one might have to do, be it in peacekeeping or in an extended war.  I‘m 

prepared to say, and I say it too often to those who are now in Command, that maybe we 

ought to get back to doing a little bit of what you and I might call nap-of-the-earth flying.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  Lorne, there‘s no doubt in my mind, from when you described your 

experience in 450 Squadron as Commanding Officer, that it was a special time in your life.  

Perhaps you could expand on the relationships that existed, let‘s say, within that--what I see 

as a tri-service unit--totally integrated unit, both at the officer, the pilot and the technician 

level.  Could you give us some information about that? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, let me try.  It‘s not hard for me to think of 450 as a well-oiled machine, 

without major problems.  Let me attempt to put some statistics to that.  In my four years of 

command, I‘d be hard pressed to recall five charges that were brought before me.  That might 

be attributed to good leadership.  But leadership in a unit such as 450, is every Captain of an 

aircraft, every technician that‘s doing hundred-hour inspection.  So, it‘s a group of leaders.  I 

can say with sincerity that I did not have the least difficulty in the merging, if I can use that 

word, of the three services.  I just can‘t recall any major differences.   

 

There were some practices that differed between someone who‘d been working on aircraft in 

the Navy, and some that worked in the Air Force.  But these were just learning experiences 

for some very highly motivated troops.  They were all anxious to be part of this new venture 
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that they were enjoying.  If there were difficulties, it was twofold.   One, the average time 

away from base was two hundred days per year, and I think that applied across the board.  

Not all technicians, but certainly the loadmasters and the aircrew, if you will, and the 

technicians that accompanied the aircraft were away from home a great deal of time.   

 

So, cementing good relations with the families was terribly important, and we had all sorts of 

functions.  As a unit, we would have a mess dinner in the field, with white tablecloths, steaks 

and ice cream.  We were very well served by the cooks and the administrators.  Promotion 

didn‘t present problems.  We were enjoying quite a few promotions at the time.  I would like 

to think that the selection of people to come to this unique unit, at the time, was to pick the 

best.  They had good training, and a number of them went down to the United States, and had 

courses in the United States.   

 

So, on the question of putting three services under one flag, if you will, was not difficult.  We 

had some outside difficulties, I might say, in that we were seen to be an Army unit.  And 

moving to an Air Force base, such as Canadian Forces Base Uplands, didn‘t always go as 

smoothly, as one would hope.  In fact, the Commander of the Base, at the time, made it 

crystal clear that he was not happy about an Army unit on his Base, despite the fact that we 

were integrated.    I cite another example of a charged young Air Force Other Rank, for not 

saluting me, not on the hangar lines, but outside the hangar lines.  And it was thrown out 

because ―the Base Commander said Air Force people don‘t have to salute Army Officers.‖  

So, we had that sort of minor irritation, if you will, in merging into one element, eventually in 

a green uniform.  We must also bear in mind that there was a degree of forced integration, 

and we were a unit that had that.  But it didn‘t come with any baggage attached to it.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  You‘d mentioned that your flying time was limited, due to spare parts 

acquisition.  Tell us about that. 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, I think that what happened is that those who control the purse strings 

determined an amount of flying, per aircraft, per month, which, if I recall correctly, was 

either forty or forty-five hours.  I can also say that the Detachment Commander—then, a 

Major Leslie T. Rowbottom—and myself, turned out an annual report, and we were able to 

report on the four years, that we met, within a matter of a few percentage points, the MFR.   

 

This number of flying hours, per month, per aircraft allowed, or made sure, that spare parts 

were, in fact, available.  We were able to stick to that, and not overuse, because I would go to 

an Army Commander using our services, and give him a block of time, and say, ―You have 

seventy hours.  It takes us five hours to get here, and five hours to go home.  You can use the 

other any way you want.‖  That wasn‘t always to their pleasure, but it allowed us to maintain, 

with a high degree of accuracy, the Monthly Flying Rate. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  What was MFR?  What did that mean? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Monthly Flying Rate—it‘s the amount of time per aircraft.   Still used--

considerable less in this day, when funds are tight, but the system works best when you‘re 

budgeting.  And that‘s what it is.  It‘s a budgeting item.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  One thing that comes to mind is you seem to have been quite involved, 

after your military service.  You continued your military service beyond your Regular Force 
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service, and maintained contact, it appears, with a lot of Army pilots.  How did your 

experience in the military, as an Army aviator, prepare you for what you‘ve done since that 

time? And how have you managed to maintain all these contacts? 

 

RODENBUSH:  There are two driving events that gave cause, if you will, for me to refresh 

acquaintances with Army pilots.  During the time of the early ‗50s until integration in 1968 

we trained a total of two hundred pilots, give or take one or two.  That‘s artillery, armoured, 

communicators, a couple of infantry, and ninety-nine Service Corps pilots.  Along with a 

couple of colleagues, driven in part by the Air OP organization, we‘ve had two or three 

reunions—the last one being in Victoria, B.C., at which we had good attendance.  We 

managed to have three L-19s there, and a CH-113 that we could all go and sit in, and have a 

look, and that was great.  So, that keeps the comradeship of the Army pilots going, and I hope 

it will continue with another reunion in the not too distant future.   

 

I was also a co-author of a book on the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps‘ last couple of 

decade‘s history, in which I authored a book on Army aviation.  And that gave cause to a lot 

of research, and bringing back of memories of the things that we did in those early years.  I 

had a desire, of course, to keep in touch with things military, brought in, in part, by two 

appointments.  After leaving the Forces, I was asked by the newly appointed Associate 

Minister of Defence to come in and be a Special Advisor, or Senior Advisor, to him, which I 

did for a relatively short period of time.  And then, on appointment of Honorary Colonel to 

450 Squadron, I took on the role of being a Special Advisor to the Commander of the Air 

Force—General Scott Clements--looking after two files.   

 

One, if you will, was the Honouraries program, which was new.  And I happened to be 

fortunate enough to be one of the first two appointed to the Regular Force.  The Reserves had 

had Honouraries before.  And I had been four years on the Advisory Board of TV Ontario, 

that‘s dedicated to education.   It seemed to me that some of the skills of TV Ontario could be 

of assistance to the Air Force, so I carried those two files for part of the tenure of my 

Honorary Deployment and General Clements‘ appointment as Commander of the Air Force. 

 

 I stayed in the Ready Reserve after getting out, and then, the appointment, as Honourary 

Colonel, was one—the icing on the cake, if you will—being the first Honourary Colonel to 

your old unit.  And so, I enjoyed that for four years.  It involved a little bit of flying time with 

them.  There was lots of parades, lots of speeches, and indeed, the association with the other 

fifty three Honouraries, about fifty percent which were not ex-military--encompassed five 

Lieutenant-Governors, serving or recent ones, a Supreme Court Judge, John Craig Eaton, 

from Eaton‘s, and others, with similar contributions to make.  So that was a most enjoyable 

time, as the Honouraries.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  I‘d like to take you into the future for a second, Lorne.  Let‘s say we‘re 

fifty years into the future, and someone is researching the history of Army aviation, for 

whatever reason.  What message would you like to leave that individual with, based on your 

experiences as an Army aviator? 

 

RODENBUSH:  I would like to think that there was solid reason, in the late ‗40s and early ‗50s 

for the Army to venture into air.  By that I mean a vehicle that they controlled, and was for 

their use--and that they made a good stab at it.  They got equipment.  They trained pilots, not 

only for the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps, of which we‘ve talked a lot, but also for 
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reconnaissance and for observation from artillery.  And, in fact, it would have grown to 

include Communications and the laying of lines.  What interfered with the growth of that is 

integration, of course. And it was a natural part of integration, that all Air, be it Senior 

Service, Naval, or Army, developed the Air Force.  

 

We are seeing today, as I speak, that the Army, if I understand correctly, have in fact funded 

an unmanned air vehicle, and the discussion is once again going on, whether that should be 

part of the Air Force inventory, or the Army.  It will be interesting to see how that plays out.  

But I can say, with a degree of certainty, that the contribution made by the Army—the Armed 

Forces, as we know it today—to get into helicopters, and indeed, fixed wing, would have 

made good sense, and brought on that aspect of the development of the Canadian Forces, 

much quicker than had we relied on the equipment and the training coming through the Air 

Force channels. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Are you still flying today? 

 

RODENBUSH:  I am still flying today.  I think I said early in the interview that I soloed on 

May 8
th

, 1947.  I‘ve owned a couple of airplanes.  I‘m now flying with my long time 

colleague—Brigadier General Leslie T. Rowbottom.  We fly about forty hours per year, in a 

Cessna 172—maintained, and kept at Smith Falls.  It is my hope that my medical condition 

will remain, and that I‘ll be able to celebrate sixty years of flying, in [2007]. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  You must have flown a lot of aircraft in your life.  What aircraft would 

you say would have highlighted your career as an Army aviator? 

 

RODENBUSH:  Well, I‘m fond of three types of airplanes within the Army inventory.  The 

Cessna Bird Dog L-19, as we talked about, was a great piece of equipment—well designed 

for what we needed.  I can remember demonstrating--landing that airplane crossways on a 

runway, to demonstrate how little room you needed.  Admittedly, the winds were pretty high 

that day, favourable to what I wanted it to do.  So, it‘s an airplane that, if I had seventy-five 

or eighty thousand dollars doing nothing, I would buy, just to play with.   

 

The second, of course, has got to be the Voyageur CH-113, in which I logged a great number 

of hours and I‘ve already said, enjoyed, being fun.  Being part of the development of the 

prototype, in that I was in Philadelphia, flying with the Chief Test Pilot, when I realized that 

steep approaches were difficult, because they had metal on the nose of the aircraft.  And so, it 

was changed to plastic, which allowed you a better visibility, when you were coming in steep.  

We also shortened the instrument panel, so that you had a better visibility.  All those things, 

as I look back at them, contributed to having a better piece of equipment, than we otherwise 

would have had.   

 

I tell the story that the choice of hook was a fixed one or a swivel one, and I didn‘t know the 

difference.  So, we took a coin and flipped, and I think that we ended up with a swivel one.  

But certainly, the Voyageur.  More so, I suppose the missions I flew with it, than the airplane 

itself, but it was a wonderful piece of equipment.  The very fact it is still flying forty years 

later, in the search and rescue role, or just being retired, is evidence that it was a sound 

investment for the Canadian Forces.   
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The last one, which was a fun airplane, was the Cessna 182, designated the L-19L—just a 

wonderful four passenger.  You couldn‘t overload it.  You couldn‘t get it out of C of G and it 

was an enjoyable, fun airplane.  The most difficult, I‘ve got to say, was the Sikorsky H-37, 

[with] those big twin engines—an airplane that didn‘t last very long, for obvious reasons.  It 

had great vibrations, and it wouldn‘t carry a big load.  It had serviceability problems. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  And what type was that, again? 

 

RODENBUSH:  That was the Sikorsky H-37.  It had twin engines on pods, and I think five 

bladed.  A forerunner of some better aircraft in that size, but it didn‘t turn out to be a good 

airplane. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  With all the aircraft types that you flew, it must have been very difficult to 

maintain currency.  How did you, in fact, achieve that, particularly when you were not in a 

flying position? 

 

RODENBUSH:  In most cases, I enjoyed the privilege—and I call it a privilege—of a program 

called ―continuation flying,‖ which was introduced for people who worked close to an Army 

flying unit to keep their hand in.  And that was eighteen hours, at a flying club.  Even 

offshore in Egypt people did their eighteen hours.  And in my time in Directorate Land Air 

Warfare, not only was I able to fly the L-19, and the L-19L that we talked about, but I also 

had the privilege of flying at flying clubs.  And I can recall flying at flying clubs as far away 

as Regina—just going in and saying, ―I‘m on this program.‖  And they‘d say, ―Pick your 

airplane,‖ and away I‘d go.  That I had continuation flying available to me, when I was at 

Staff College--needless to say, not in Viet Nam.  But most places, when I was not in a flying 

unit, until 1968, I was able to do continuation flying. 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Well, thank you very much, Lorne.  You‘ve provided us with special 

information, I would say, in addition to that, that I would have expected through the 

interviews, in this program.  

 

Interview with Lorne RodenBush, on 18 November 2003.  Interview ends. 
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